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Students mop up the aftermath of the Wengatz flood.

Dorms deluged when fire
sprinklers exploded
Julia Oller & Cassidy Grom

Co-Editor in Chief & News Co-Editor
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Third West Wengatz and the center
hallway of Sammy II flooded when
two fire sprinklers erupted on Tuesday afternoon.
On Third West Wengatz, Josh
Granger gripped his military dress
uniform in one hand, ready to head
to his 12:30 p.m. public speaking class
to convince his classmates to join the
Marines—then, pop!
The freshman, a reservist in the Marines, turned to face the unfamiliar
noise coming from the ceiling of his

dorm room.
Black water gushed from the fire
sprinkler, covering the walls, the
floor and the mattresses, and narrowly missing Granger’s persuasive
speech prop.
“I immediately started freaking
out,” he said. “These uniforms are expensive so I . . . threw them out of the
room to get them as far away from the
water as possible.”
Later that same evening, Sammy
II PA Matt Schiller, a sophomore, was
interrupted from helping a freshman
create a four-year plan when a floor
member ran down the hall yelling for
a PA’s help.
Schiller thought the outcry was a
joke, until sirens started blaring. He
became fully convinced when he saw

the water streaming from a hole in
the ceiling near the Sammy II lobby.
“My next reaction was to get everyone out of the dorm,” he said.
Schiller and PA Davis Wetherell, a
senior, herded floor members outside
before the two returned to move waterlogged furniture out of the lobby.
During his 33 years at Taylor, Maintenance Supervisor Scott Bragg has
only seen three other instances of fire
sprinklers malfunctioning—and never two on the same day.
Bragg was on lunch break when he got
the call about the damage in Wengatz.
Though the water spewed for approximately five minutes before Bragg shut it
off, the tide left several inches of standing water in Granger’s room and a halfinch in the hallway. Some of the water

Tongs pinch nerves in DC
Miscommunications are
causing frustrations among
students and DC staff
Natalie Nohr
Contributor

In one week alone, DC workers were
forced to throw away 22 trays of cookies and 14 trays of bread, according to
DC Service Manager Melissa Crouch.
This is because students used
their hands instead of the provided

utensils. DC employees are required
to throw away the trays of food that
students touch with their hands.
Section 233 Subsection A of Indiana’s Retail Food Establishment Sanitation Requirements states, “A food
dispensing utensil shall be available
for each container displayed at a consumer self-service unit, such as a buffet or salad bar.”
“I don’t know how many kids
just grab things with their hands,”
Head Chef Megan Jeffers said.
“ You want to serve yourselves,

but you just don’t know how to
serve yourselves.”
For many, the policy requiring students to use tongs does not make sense.
“I think there are so many germs
already on those (desserts); my contribution is null and void,” freshman
Caleb Knuth said.
Crouch said that the DC staff hopes
to prevent the flu and other illnesses
from traveling between students. She
said their goal is to protect students
from contamination.
Taquería pans are also intended to
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Junior Jordan Wright lining up at Taquería.
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also seeped down to Second West.
Freshman Joey Ferguson, Granger’s
roommate, lost his laptop to water
damage. Both students’ mattresses
were ruined.
“I was in shock for a while because
I didn’t really believe how much water
was in there,” Ferguson said.
Bragg estimates that eight to twelve
rooms were affected in Wengatz.
Wednesday morning, red industrial
fans dotted the hallway Wednesday
and Thursday to dry the carpet.
Bragg was called into action again
at 7 p.m. This time he rushed to Sammy where a hood of a student’s jacket
had caught on the sprinkler head and
pulled it off.
Water spewed for about 25 minutes
Flooding continues on page 2

protect students, particularly those
with allergies. Students are asked to
use the distinct metal pans instead of
other DC dishes to ensure no allergens
are introduced to the line.
Director of Dining Services Matthew Riley said the DC staff seeks to
do what is best for the student body as
a whole. Major food allergens are only
found in four items in the Taquería:
the cheese, sour cream, flour tortillas
and one of the salsas. The venue is intended to help those with minor food
allergies, according to Riley.
Though some students might be
frustrated by having to juggle another
plate, using the clean Taquería pans
helps prevent allergic reactions.
“Let’s say you had a plate of pasta
and you wanted to come up and get a
taco off of Taquería,” Riley said. “Well,
if you take that spoon of meat and
touch your pasta, you’ve now contaminated that (tray of meat).”
Riley said that even if the plate is empty, they ask students to use the provided
Taquería pans for simplicity’s sake.
For those in need of allergen-free
options, the Taquería is intended to
be a reliable choice, but some students find the line inconvenient.
“(Taquería is) frustrating because .
. . it takes forever and a day for them
to do something for you,” senior Jacob
Wormgoor said.
While some students’ allergies require special care and preparation
by DC staff, others have to search for
their food in the DC by using the allergy labels. According to Riley, allergy intolerances can make finding
food difficult.
“They feel like, ‘I’ve got to take more
time going through the line to inspect
all the labels and so I’m holding other
people up.’ It’s just uncomfortable for
Tongs continues on page 2
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China ends one-child policy
after 35 years
theguardian.com

Flooding continued from page 1

before Bragg arrived. Junior Austin Yoder said rooms surrounding the hallway
sprinkler had two and a half inches of
standing water by the end of the deluge.
“I lost a computer and some
charging cords,” Yoder said. “One guy
lost some of his subwoofers. It was
pretty intense. . . . I still can’t wrap
my mind around how it went down.”
Taylor administration told Yoder that they would reimburse each

News Co-Editor

It may be easy to overlook mass
emails from Taylor administration,
but an upcoming email links to a survey that could give students a voice in
administrative decisions.
On Monday, each student will receive an email with a link to the
Student Satisfaction Inventory, a
biennial survey that gauges student satisfaction at Taylor. Active
from Nov. 2–15, this survey gives students a small window to influence
academic affairs.
Participants will see a value statement, such as, “It is an enjoyable
experience to be a student on this
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Paul Ryan elected
House speaker
cnn.com

Anonymous intends to unveil names
of up to 1,000 Ku Klux Klan members
foxnews.com

Syria conflict: Saudis say Iran
must accept Assad exit
bbc.com

student with up to $500.
Greg Eley, facilities services director, said the university’s insurance
policy includes a $10,000 deductible
for each event. “I am sure that we are
going to exceed that (amount) for the
Sammy flood,” he said.
Most of that cost will go toward a disaster restoration company, Midwest Remediation. Midwest brought in fans and
is continuing to monitor the moisture
levels in Sammy. If the levels get too high,

there is a risk of mold growing.
Already, Eley is considering removing pieces of mold-prone plaster near
the Sammy kitchenette and two strips
along the ceiling.
Bragg finds it odd that the two
events happened so close together. “I’ll
tell you this much,” he said, “I’ve been
around enough to know these things
(sprinkler heads) don’t just blow out.
There was tomfoolery going on.”
Granger maintains that the

Wengatz incident was a mechanical malfunction and Schiller said the
Sammy event was unintentional.
“It was completely accidental,”
he said. “There was no prank and it
wasn’t on purpose.”
While those displaced in Sammy
moved back in last night, Granger and
Ferguson haven’t yet been cleared to
return to their room.
Residents in both dorms praise the
people who quickly assisted in the

clean up. Wengatz PAs washed all of
Granger and Ferguson’s clothes, and
Taylor administration, including Skip
Trudeau, Steve Morley and Steve Austin, arrived to help the Sammy residents sop up the mess.
“I thought everybody handled it really well for such an insane situation,”
Yoder said. “It was unfortunate what
happened, but it was cool to see Taylor’s
community step up and help us out.”
echo@taylor.edu

willing students
Becca Robb

Survey seeks willing students

Jailed Saudi blogger Raif Badawi
awarded rights prize
aljazeera.com

Survey seeks
This student survey holds
real weight when it comes to
influencing campus changes.

“We heard what you said in the survey; now we
want to do something about it.”

campus.” They will be asked to rate
the statement in two ways: how important it is to them and how satisfied they are with it, both on a scale
of 1 to 7.
In previous years, student engagement has hovered around 25 percent
of the total student body, Kim Case,
director of assessment and quality improvement, said. This year she hopes
to engage 50 percent of students.
“This is where it gets a little tricky,”
Case said. “We want to make sure that
every possible voice can be in the pool
of responses, because that will give us
a more accurate assessment of what
is actually going on.”
One way that the assessment team
hopes to increase engagement is
by offering incentives. Survey participants are entered to win one
of ten $5 vouchers for the Jumping
Bean or one of five $20 gift cards to
the Bookstore.

The University Assessment Council, which analyzes and organizes the resulting data, can compare
Taylor’s results with results from
other schools in the Council for
Christian Colleges & Universities
(CCCU). They can then propose plans
for improvement.
In 2011, students indicated dissatisfaction with career services. As a
result, the University proposed an
action project for improvement. Now
the Calling and Career Office uses a
Blackboard page to share resources
such as sample résumés and cover
letters, internship and job searches
as well as possible career paths for
each major.
“That’s just one example of, ‘We
heard what you said in the survey;
now we want to do something about
it,’” Case said.
The campus can’t expect to see
changes right away, said Case.
While the statements indicate areas of excellence or potential improvement, they don’t ask students
for specific advice.
“It might take as much as a year . .
. for each of the areas that are identified to drill down deeper into (the
identified issues),” Case said.
echo@taylor.edu
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A match made
in Mitchell
New musical theatre major
to premiere next fall
Grace Hooley
Contributor

Tracy Manning, Patricia Robertson and Conor Angell are the brains behind the new major.

Tongs continued from page 1

them,” Riley said.
The Taquería could be an easy
place for those with allergies to find
a meal, but this requires every student’s cooperation.
Crouch said the staff wants to

offer the safest and best possible
dining experience to students; even
if students are careful in serving
themselves, there is still a risk of
cross-contamination when using
other DC plates.
“Our staff aren’t standing there

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

looking at everyone’s every move,”
Riley said. “So if something becomes
cross-contaminated . . . what (students with allergies) thought was safe
to eat can all of a sudden give them
a reaction.”
Freshman Sarah Manko, who has

Taylor will offer a new major combining both music and theatre in fall 2016.
Professors Patricia Robertson, Tracy Manning and Conor Angell are
among the faculty creating the bachelor of fine arts in musical theatre degree. Currently, Taylor offers separate
music and theatre degrees.
According to Angell, the combination major is in demand.
“(Our current options) really weren’t
quite meeting the needs of the students
who really wanted to do (musical) theatre as a major,” Angell said.
Those choosing this degree will
study dancing, acting and music. The
celiac disease, said that sometimes
she eats the gluten free desserts, but
they still make her sick.
However, Manko said the DC staff is
willing to help. Special diet cook Paula Hayes prepares food in a different
location from the other DC food to

In The Loop
Sunday Monday
Tuesday

departments will work in tandem to
prepare students for post graduation.
Angell said they hope to equip students in the best way possible.
The degree might make Taylor University more competitive with surrounding universities. Ball State University in
Muncie already offers the degree.
“It may potentially bring more students to Taylor because that major is
becoming increasingly popular,” said
Hannah Starr, a sophomore majoring
in music education.
Robertson, Manning and Angell are
still hammering out the logistics but
are excited about the new program.
“Taylor (is) in a position to be unique
in that it is giving (students) a rigorous (musical) theatre training but in
a Christian setting where all this is
viewed in a Kingdom perspective,”
Angell said.
echo@taylor.edu

avoid cross-contamination.
“I think there’s just this general lack
of appreciation for what the DC does,”
Manko said. “(Students) want food
now . . . they can be more patient.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Still Making it Grant
County

8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
2015 Alumni Art &
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IWU Singers &
Percussion Ensemble
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Hurricane Patricia’s death toll remains
at zero days after hitting the west coast
of Mexico.
Nearly disastrous hurricane
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climate change policy
Major oil companies
conjoin to combat the
effects of climate change
Seth Brandle
Contributor

Ten executives of many of the largest
oil and gas companies in the world,
including BP and Shell, announced
they would work in conjunction with
each other to combat the effects of
climate change. These ten executive
officers make up the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI), which stresses the importance of dealing with the
harmful effects that climate change
can have on our planet. In the official declaration by the OGCI, they
said that, “Our shared ambition is
for a 2°C future. It is a challenge for
the whole of society. We are committed to playing our part.” This is a significant development for the climate

change awareness movement because the members of the OCGI produce almost twenty percent of the
world’s oil and gas supply and generate ten percent of the world’s energy.
This announcement comes in
advance of a major United Nations conference this November
and December, where the international community will try to create
an agreement to combat climate
change. The UN hopes to make a deal
that will reduce global carbon emissions in order to limit the effects of
global warming, require countries to
publish their greenhouse gas contribution levels annually and supply
money to developing nations to help
them establish climate programs.
While the members of the OCGI are
based throughout the globe, American oil industry giants Exxon Mobil
and Chevron are notably absent from
the initiative and have denounced
the climate change agreement in

Photograph provided by NASA

Hurricane Patricia makes headline as the strongest Hurricane recorded in the Pacific.

Nearly disastrous

hurricane
Death toll remains at zero
after Hurricane Patricia
hits Mexico’s Western
coast and dissipates
into the mountains
Tom Gbean

World/Nat. Editor

Hurricane Patricia emerged suddenly in the Eastern Pacific on Tuesday, Oct. 20 as a tropical cyclone

and quickly escalated into a Category 5 hurricane.
With winds mounting up to
200 mph, Patricia was hailed as
the strongest Pacific Ocean hurricane on record.
The hurricane formed near
southern Mexico. By the time the
Air Force’s hurricane hunter plane
flew through the storm, sea level
pressures were approximately 892
millibars. The previous record for
sea level pressures for tropical

Paris. Both Exxon Mobil and Chevron officials have argued that the
plan will hike fuel prices and harm
the international economy. In June,
John S. Watson, the chief executive
officer of Chevron, explained his
company’s position by saying, “I’ve
never had a customer come to me
and ask to pay a higher price for oil,
gas or other products.”
American oil and gas industry leaders have long denied the existence of
climate change, arguing that greenhouse gases are not generated by
the burning of fossil fuels, despite a
near consensus among the scientific community about the harmful effects of man-made climate change.
Recent reports have uncovered that
Exxon Mobil has been doing research
on man-made climate change for decades, but the company has openly
denied the true value of the research.
Ken Croasdale, an ice researcher who was funded by Exxon Mobil

throughout the ’90s, spent years in
the Arctic creating global circulation models to anticipate the effects
of climate change on the earth. These
models were publicly dismissed by
Exxon Mobil as “completely unproven climate models, or, more often...
sheer speculation.” As more of these
reports of climate change research
are being circulated throughout the
media, Exxon Mobil has accused activists of “cherry picking” past statements and making false assumptions
about the company’s motivations.
Although members of the industry

based in the United States might be
hesitant to accept the science because of economic concerns, the
OGCI’s announcement is a clear indication that more companies might be
willing to take the hit to their earnings in order to limit damage to the
planet. This shift might not accomplish the goal of keep global warming under 2 degrees Celsius, and it
might be more talk than action, but
it is a definite change that could have
great significance within the coming decades.
echo@taylor.edu

storms in the area was set by Hurricane Linda in 1997 at 902 millibars.
Because Patricia fell on land in the
mountainous regions of Mexico, the
storm lost much of its momentum
that it would have sustained if it had
hit flatter and more open areas.
Other factors also played into
decreasing Hurricane Patricia’s
damage. Hurricane Patricia’s catastrophic punch landed on the coastal areas of Mexico before scurrying
off into the Mountains. Robert Lopez Lara, interior secretary for the
state of Jalisco, noted that there
were no reports of death or injury
due from the hurricane.
Major cities that were impacted by Hurricane Patricia include
Chemela, Manzanillo, Puerto Vallarta and some southern U.S. cities.
The worst damage caused by
the hurricane was from rainwater, flooding and strong winds that
knocked over buildings.
Arturo Morfin Garcia, a resident of Chemala, lost the home
he built in the storm. In an interview with Dallasnews, Morfin
Garcia talked about evacuating and coming back to his destroyed home.
“It wasn’t hard to leave. It was
hard to come back and find this,”
Morfin Garcia said. “So much work
to build something. It makes me
very sad, but what can we do with
these natural phenomena?”
Thanks to Mexican officials, there
were more stories of people being
safe than of disaster and death. As
soon as Hurricane Patricia formed,
officials began to make preparations
to evacuate citizens from areas in

the path of the storm.
Mexico has experienced other
storms in the past, including Hurricane Ingrid and Tropical Storm Manuel, both of which hit Mexico in 2013.
Tropical Storm Manuel killed around
120 people in low income areas of the
city and Hurricane Ingrid was reported to have killed 41 people.
During previous natural disasters,
citizens accused Mexican officials of
being complacent and unproductive
by not providing adequate warning
and prompt evacuation. In fact, officials such as Guerrero state governor
Angel Aguirre were noted to be “partying” when Hurricane Ingrid and
Tropical Storm Manuel hit.
This time, Mexico prepared for
the worst-case scenario. The government announced warnings of
the impact of Hurricane Patricia
via radio and television programs
to citizens before and after the hurricane hit. Thousands of residents
were evacuated from the coast and
other areas which could have potentially been hit.
In addition, roughly 3,000 soldiers and hundreds of police
officers were dispatched to aid residents and establish thousands of
shelters. Airports and schools were
also shut down.
Due to the intense nature of Hurricane Patricia before it reached
land, there have been concerns from
the meteorology community about
whether a similar storm may form in
the Gulf of Mexico and impact the U.S.
Keith Blackwell, associate professor of meteorology at the University of South Alabama, fears that it is
possible for the rapid intensification

that characterized Hurricane Patricia to happen in the Gulf of Mexico.
The Gulf of Mexico fosters an ideal
environment that could support and
strengthen a tropical storm—namely
its loop of warm water that continuously flows in from the Caribbean.
In the event that a “flash hurricane” such as Patricia forms in the
Gulf of Mexico and hits U.S. cities,
officials may have little to no time
to form a proper evacuation plan or
other responses. It is typical for cities who will be impacted by a storm
to have 72 hours to become aware of
the storm and to prepare.
If a Category 5 hurricane like Patricia hits officials will have to compress their decision-making time.
This could lead to heavy injury
and death counts in the populated
southern regions of Alabama and
other major cities.
In response to Hurricane Patricia,
many southern counties including
Mobile County Emergency Management Agency are evaluating their
evacuation procedures.
Thanks to preparedness and a little bit of good fortune, Mexico was
able to avoid what could have one of
the worst disasters in years. Despite
a few flooded areas and some toppled
buildings, the officials felt like it handled the situation well.
“The hurricane put to the test the
reaction of all three levels of government,” Ricardo Aleman wrote in his
Sunday column in the newspaper “El
Universal.” “And unlike many other
occasions, the coordination (this
time around) was almost perfect,”
Reported Latimes.
echo@taylor.edu

they don’t often show the best sides of
themselves during an unstable time.
Having a strong support system can
be all the difference between enjoying a new experience and buckling
under pressure.
Over the years, Kate has discovered that when she invests in others,
others invest in her. Though students
play a role, Kate most consistently
looks to her friends and small group
for support—especially in moving
from place to place.
“They’ve moved us around Upland
without question,” she said. “And as
we figure out what it means to be new
parents, both (of us) in full-time work,

I know they will be the people who
help us figure this out.”
Now, as she settles into her new
home, Kate feels at peace with the
way her life has changed.
“I think transitions really help us
distill the most important values we
have,” she said. “I think that’s why Steve
and I like being in higher education.
It’s the conversation and the growth
that happens around transitions.”
As the Austins continue to settle into their home in Bergwall, they
know their next transition is just
around the corner—welcoming a tiny
Trojan into Bergwall Hall.
echo@taylor.edu

Bergwall beginnings
New Bergwall hall director
learns to embrace change.
Gracie Fairfax &
Wren Haynes

Features Editor & Staff Writer

New home. New adventure. New responsibilities. Change runs rampant
on college campuses, and it is something Bergwall’s new hall director,
Kate Austin, knows well. As students
moved into new rooms and unpacked
boxes this August, she was downstairs
doing the same thing.
A former graduate student at Taylor, Kate completed the Master’s of
Arts in Higher Education program
(MAHE) in 2013, where she met her
husband, Steve Austin, the current
director of student programs. Following her two years of MAHE, she
spent a year at Calvin College in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, as a residence director, before returning to
Upland last year to work in the Alumni Relations office. Since her move
back to Upland, which included her
marriage to Steve in October, her life
has been in constant transition.
“That year, I learned so much
but definitely missed working with

students directly,” Kate said.
In July 2015, she left her job in
Alumni Relations to pursue a doctorate, with hopes of eventually teaching at the college level. Earlier that
year, she also learned that she was
pregnant—exciting news that meant
even more transitions.
During the summer, as she was
processing her decision to pursue
her doctorate, she felt like she was
taking a step in the right direction.
But as she prayed, she told the Lord
that she didn’t feel that her work
with students was over. She felt a
calling to walk with young adults
in the confusion of college life and
help them find hope, but there was
no clear opening at the time.
Two weeks later, the Lord answered
her prayers in a text from Emily Bryan, the wife of former Bergwall Hall
Director, Isaac Bryan. The Bryans
had accepted staff positions at Eastern Mennonite University. While Kate
was saddened to lose great friends,
the vacancy presented her with a new
opportunity as she applied to be the
hall director of Bergwall Hall.
She had a phone interview on Aug.
3, an in-person interview on Aug. 6,
and a job offer the next day. Having

just bought and moved into a house
on Main Street in Upland, the Austins
packed their lives back into boxes and
moved to Bergwall three days before
the PAs arrived on campus.
The experience has helped her connect more deeply with incoming students and increased her empathy
for people who are also new to the
Bergwall community.
“Seeing my freshmen come in this
year was very different for me as a hall
director, because having just moved in .
. . I was right there with them,” she said.
Even the hard things about transitions have made her a better hall
director. Often, student development can seem like a revolving
door of students coming and going.
Kate’s challenge is to help them become contributing members of her
hall’s community.
“Many (students) come from a
very known place to a very unknown
place,” she said. “And that process of
becoming known is so redemptive
and healing, but it doesn’t happen
overnight. But we want it to.”
Kindness and understanding go a
long way when forming relationships.
She recommends that students remember to give each other grace, as

Photograph provided by Flickr user Matt Hinsta

Renewable energy sources such as the Crescent Dunes Solar Energy project shown above pave the way for the future.

Photograph provided by Kate Austin

Kate and Steve Austin live in Bergwall Hall, where Kate serves as the new hall
director, and are preparing to welcome their new baby to the hall this January.
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BETTER THINGS TO CARVE THAN

PUMPKINS HALLOWEEN
T
H
I
S

How to destroy all
of your roommate’s
personal belongings
Austin Lindner
A&E Editor

I’ll be the first to admit that I become fairly basic when October rolls
around the corner. What can I say? I
like my caramel macchiatos iced and
my sweaters on point when that autumn breeze whips by.
However, one area where I will
not conform is the institution of
pumpkin carving. I refuse to believe that even in our modern age
of technological innovations and
Kim Kardashian memes, pumpkins
are the only things we can think of
to dismember with a knife. In my
opinion, those chunky orange vegetables belong solely where they
were intended—as flavoring for
pumpkin spice lattes.
Don’t be basic this Halloween.
Put down those pumpkins but hold
on to your steak knife. Here are a
few items perfect for carving that
are a little more creative.

Textbooks
Unlike pumpkins, textbooks
don’t come with any slimy seeds
to remove or guts to scoop out—
just long words and too much information. A silly face, the Trojan
logo, an elephant in a Mercedes—
the carving possibilities for textbooks are endless.
Here’s a helpful tip: before you
get started, dip your textbooks in
water, as this will make the pages
stick together and make the book
easier to carve. Also, try to use
your roommate’s textbooks, since
you paid way too much money for
yours to throw away on some seasonal trend.

would just go away? I know I have.
That’s just one of the reasons
why legal documents make great
carving material.
Between your proof of residence
forms, tax sheets and citizenship
certificates, you probably have opportunities to try a lot of different
designs in case you mess up. And
if you don’t want to track down
your own documents, just use your
roommate’s. They’re probably just
lying around in plain sight in a safe
somewhere anyway.

Important legal documents
Ever wish those pesky birth certificates saying you’re technically from Paraguay and therefore
not allowed to serve as President

Laptop computers
If you own a laptop in the 21st
century instead of an iPad mini or a
Razr cellphone, you’re doing something wrong. Since laptops can’t fit

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

Freshman Hannah Bolds contemplates cliche carving vs. destruction of property.

in your pocket, they are essentially useless, making them perfect
for carving.
Most MacBooks are also ultra
thin, making them relatively easy
to put eyeholes and smiley mouths
in. Test your design on your roommate’s laptop first, and once you’ve
figured out the perfect design and
effectively destroyed his or her design in the process, you can move
on to your own.

Mini-fridges
I don’t really know the science behind blowtorches, but you
might need one to carve this item.
Mini-fridges are Pinterest-worthy
carving options for a few reasons:
they’re basic, boxy and typically

have a lot of surface area.
With six flat planes, there are
many opportunities for different
funny faces and spooky scenes.
Mini-fridges are also probably
the easiest non-pumpkin item to
turn into a jack-o-lantern, since
all you need to do is a stick a candle in the center, once you’ve blowtorched gaping holes into the sides,
of course.
Again, make sure to use your
roommate’s mini-fridge. You’re going to need yours for storing food
and drinks, obviously.

Dorm furniture
Because wood is already so easy
to carve, dorm furniture makes
fall carving a cinch. Beds, desks,

WOW bridges the gap
World Opportunities
Week focuses on third
world missions
Lindsay Robinson
Life & Times Co-editor

Thirty-five missions organizations
are arriving on Taylor’s campus next
week, gathering in the DC to answer your questions about missions
in person. Each year, Taylor World

Outreach (TWO) hosts World Opportunities Week (WOW), a time where
students can learn about missions,
the global church and how to get
involved. This year’s WOW theme is
Bridging the Gap.
TWO co-directors Mariana VanDermolen and Beth Gregory, both juniors,
want the events of the week to start
conversations about how Christians
can engage in third-world missions.
“(We’re) taking a look at how

short-term missions is done now
in the church and . . . how it can be
done differently,” VanDermolen said.
“We’ve tried to choose speakers we
know have done work with the reformation of short-term missions.”
The theme verse for WOW this year
is 1 Thessalonians 2:8, which says, “So
we cared for you. Because we loved
you so much, we were delighted to
share with you not only the gospel of
God but our lives as well.”

At Taylor, world outreach is about
our community supporting and encouraging communities around the
world. According to VanDermolen,
our life together approach to community is a good model to emulate
when approaching short-term missions. WOW speakers will discuss
this idea in more depth during the
week’s events.
WOW aims to accomplish much
more than telling students how to

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

(left to right) Beth Gregory, Brennan Bookmyer, Emma Hine, Joe Tobin, Erin Cooper, Margaret Gruendyke, Hannah Bossard and Jenni Riddett are wowed by next week’s events.

dressers—they all can be turned
into a spooky skull or a scary tree
with just a little woodworking and
an extra sharp knife. Another cute
idea is to just chop the furniture
frames into little pieces and rearrange them to spell a silly autumn word, like “Hallo-scream” or
“Fall-tastic.”
As usual, I’d recommend using
your roommate’s furniture, since
yours probably has a lot of books
and clothes on it, and those would
be annoying to move.
Happy carving!
I’ll see you over in A&E, as I probably won’t legally be allowed to
write for Life & Times again.
echo@taylor.edu
become missionaries. Its goal is to
provide students with a different perspective on third-world missions by
allowing those working in the field to
bring awareness of the issues facing
missions today.
The week will begin with Pastor
Gus Davies speaking in chapel on
Monday. Monday’s events will also
include a 24-hour prayer focus in the
old prayer chapel. There, people can
write cards to missionaries and have
a space to just go and pray throughout the day.
Tuesday’s main event is a meet
and greet with mission representatives called “Missionopoly” in the Euler Atrium. There will be food, prizes,
coffee and 600 donut holes that Gregory emphasizes need to be eaten. The
event is not a job fair, so Gregory said
students do not need to come dressed
in professional attire.
Wednesday’s chapel speaker, Rick
Davis, will continue his talk at 8:30
p.m. with discussion time following.
Pizza will be provided.
Although the mission representative will be leaving by Thursday
afternoon, MESA and the Office of Intercultural Programs (OIP) will host
an event similar to “Boxes and Walls”
called “Bridging the Gap: You, Me and
We.” Olson, Wengatz, Breuninger and
English lobbies will be transformed
into different parts of the world. Students can visit from 6–9 p.m. and
learn about different cultures.
Both Gregory and VanDermolen encourage all Taylor students, even those
not interested in missions, to attend the
week’s events and approach mission
representatives throughout the week.
“Students just have to be bold
and seek after opportunities they
want,” Gregory said. “You’re going to
have great conversations if you take
the chance.”
echo@taylor.edu

“We are hoping students can come out for
the night to have fun, express themselves
and meet new people on campus.”
Students of the corn ( fields)
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corn(fields)
DSEC plans 2nd
annual dance

Chrysa Keenon
Contributor

Too old to trick-or-treat, but too
young to pass out candy: Halloween
can be a hard holiday for the collegeaged. But fear not, the annual dance
is here to alleviate some of your
weekend uncertainty. The campuswide Halloween dance is this
Saturday night; the finale to a week
of parties and open houses.
“The Dance and Special Events
Committee has been planning this
since the second week of school. It is so
great to see our plans finally become
solid!” said freshman DSEC member
Becca Eis.
Since dancing is a violation of the
LTC, DSEC had to make sure everything was approved by administration.
Dancing is not technically allowed on
campus except for special events—the
Halloween party being one of them.
This is the second year for the Halloween dance. According to Eis, it is
emerging as a Taylor tradition. But
unlike the year before, this Halloween
dance does not have a theme.

“Since Taylor’s campus is surrounded by cornfields, we thought it was a
good idea to focus on fall decor such
as cornstalks and autumn colors,”
said junior DSEC president Danielle
Spoutz. Last year’s idea was “Wonka’s
Wonderland,” but this year’s event coordinators are incorporating simple
Halloween themes—shooting for the
party to be eerie but not scary.
The dance will be held in the Euler
atrium, starting at 8:30 p.m. Staff members of the DSEC will be D.J.-ing and
making sure the beats go all night (or
at least until 11 p.m.). There will be activities such as cornhole, a “spider maze,” a
photobooth and a candy bar. Students
are encouraged to dress up, and the
best costumes will win a secret prize.
“The DSEC’s goal is to build community and positive gathering within the Taylor campus,” Spoutz said.
“We are hoping students can come
out for the night to have fun, express
themselves and meet new people on
campus.”
Your Halloween plans are made
easy this year, courtesy of DSEC. And
if you’re still tempted to try your luck
at trick-or-treating, know there will be
free candy at the dance.
echo@taylor.edu

Don’t be scared, come prepared with your best costume to the Halloween dance.

Photograph by Sarah Davis

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
Halle
Sternberg

Steve
Lancaster

“330-410-9486”
- Halle Sternberg

“It’s lonely at the
top.” -Steve Lancaster

TOP
TWEETS
Tobi Ballantine @
 tobiballantine
The day the library installs
occupancy lightbulbs outside
of study rooms is the day we
stop running into some awkward
couples love #tayloru

Photograph provided by Halle Sternberg

Echograms #TaylorU

Photograph provided by Steve Lancaster

lex. @
 LexieSinclair97
You know it’s Monday when
you bump into a trash can and
apologize to it. #tootired #tayloru
Brecken Mumford @breckydoo
I feel like if I was a YouTube video
I’d be in constant buﬀering today
#tayloru #anyoneelse?
Alex Chang @alex4chang
Just convinced a couple of
freshman that there are music
majors in the bell tower, ringing
those bells live. #tayloru
Jordan Florian @jordanﬂorian95
Laminating my o chem notes so
the tears roll right oﬀ #tayloru
Rachel Burns @
 rach_burns21
Motivation is like Jesus; you either
have it, or you don’t. #tayloru
Michael Snyder @
 michaelsnyder95
1st we couldn’t drink any water,
next ladybugs swarmed in
masses, and now there’s ﬂooding
all over Sammy. Is this Genesis or
what? #tayloru

@kaitieberries: These fine ladies lookin real wifey #food
#cooking #3breu #tayloru #wifematerial #ringbyspring

@cristinaspear: 4B is working on being more gentle... #FLATTRESS
#gentleness #4B #roommateconflictresolution #tayloru

Chris Chang @
 CChang65
As of 9:20 this morning,
preparations for the soft serve
machine are launching. I’ll give
it 3 days before it breaks again.
#tayloru

A&E

TheEchoNews.com

Sure, watching Kathy Bates smash James
Caan’s ankles with a sledgehammer in
“Misery” when I was 10 was traumatizing. I’m
still afraid of sledgehammers. And Kathy
Bates. And romance novels.
Frightful flicks
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Doug’s Choice Scaring music into Marion
“Because it is our opening night
concert, it is very different.”

audience should expect a surprise
from the dancers.
The orchestra, audience and members of the Playhouse Studio of Dance
will all wear costumes for the evening.
“It is Halloween, and we want
to attract a young audience,”
Sheila Todd, executive director
for the MPO said. “Because it is
our opening night concert, it is
very different.”
Photograph provided by Sheila Todd
The audience also will be given
The Marion Philharmonic Orchestra prepares for the Halloween concert.
the opportunity to choose a guest
to conduct the Star Wars theme
Marion Philharmonic
strings. The final piece will include ahead of time. It costs $1 online at
two guest artists: pianist Robert bit.ly/1M0i56y to vote for Reggie
Orchestra performs
Marler of Nashville Symphony and Nevels, Leslie Hendricks or John
special Halloween set
the MPO’s principal trumpet Lar- Lawson to conduct. All proceeds
ry Powell.
go to the MPO.
Grace Hooley
“ The Shostakovich is a terri“This is to kick off the season. We
bly exciting piece,” Powell said. hope they will enjoy the variety in
Contributor
“(The audience) should imagine these pieces,” Todd said.
The Marion Philharmonic Orchestra that they are being oppressed
Children under 12 are welcome to
(MPO) will wake the dead on Halloween and that his music is a scream join in trick-or-treating in the lobby
night during its special holiday concert. for national freedom. That might before the concert. Children’s tickets
All ages are welcome as the or- sound heavy, but it really makes are $5, student tickets are $10 and
Photograph provided by Doug Keeling
chestra will perform pieces from the music exciting to think about adult tickets are $20. Tickets can
(Left to right) Doug Keeling, Alyssa Keeling and their
be purchased in the music office of
“Harry Potter,” “Star Wars,” “Phan- it that way.”
friend Ryan Peterson on NYTVF’s red carpet.
tom of the Opera,” “Alfred Hitchcock
Many visual aspects will add to Smith-Hermanson Music Center, at
Presents” and “Funeral March of the performance, including special the door on the night of the perforTaylor student’s series
Upon arriving at the festival, the the Marionette.” The MPO will also lighting and a performance from mance or by calling 765-662-0012.
screened at New York festival Keelings soon realized that they play ballet music from Faust and the Playhouse Studio of Dance, who Ticket prizes will be given.
were among the youngest creators the Shostakovich Concerto No. 1 will be dancing to the first half of
Austin Lindner
at the event.
in C minor for piano, trumpet and the concert and the final song. The echo@taylor.edu
“I would say I was the only perA&E Editor
son under the age of 26,” Doug said.
Sophomore Doug Keeling has been “People were constantly offering
performing in his sister’s comedic me beer.”
short films since he was 8 years old.
Many of the other writers and
However, it was his recent portrayal directors also differed from the
of an 11-year-old as a freshman col- Keelings in terms of budget and
lege student that earned him a spot production value. According to
at the New York Television Festival Doug, some of the pilots featured Five recent horror films that
the right time to pounce? If so, then Amelia’s repressed hatred for her son,
(NYTVF).
celebrity casts, including actors will make you say, ‘Spooky,
“It Follows” is perfect for you. After a seeking to destroy Amelia and her
Keeling stars in the web series, from “Pitch Perfect.”
date with her boyfriend Hugh, college relationship with Samuel. No other
Spooky’ this Halloween
“Danny’s Choice,” created by Doug and
student Jay learns that a creature is film better embodies the theme of a
Alyssa Keeling (’12). The episodes parBen Dulavitch
slowly following her with the intent mother’s coexisting love and loathThis didn’t discourage Doug.
ody educational PSAs from the ’90s,
to kill her. The creature can take any ing for her children.
Contributor
complete with a forty-second theme
“I wasn’t intimidated because of
form, including those of Jay’s loved
song and narrated thought bubbles. age or seniority or anything,” he said. This summer, one of my chums dis- ones. Jay must find a way to destroy
“ I find that horror is very much
Just like in a classic PSA, the hero of “Everyone was kind of on the same couraged watching horror movies the creature or pass it on to somethe series, a naïve elementary school- playing field, trying to get something because “opening your mind to that one else.
the same as any other genre:
boy, must deal with peer pressures re- out of it. The community was very re- kind of stuff can be dangerous.”
some films are carelessly
lating to everything from fireworks ceptive. Everybody wanted the best
thrown together while others
to drugs. Unlike a classic PSA, howev- for each other.”
3. Drag Me to Hell (Sam Raimi,
I disagree.
are thoughtfully molded
The Keelings went into NYTVF with
2009)
er, Danny somehow always manages
to make the worst possible decision, a simple idea in mind—to make valuI hated this movie when I first
Sure, watching Kathy Bates smash
into meaningful stories
ending every episode behind bars.
able connections for future projects, a James Caan’s ankles with a sledge- watch ed it. But aft er seeing
full of beauty and truth.”
Because Alyssa, a Taylor film and me- task they certainly accomplished. One hammer in “Misery” when I was 10 Raimi’s “Evil Dead” series, my ears
dia production department graduate, of these connections was Funny or Die, was traumatizing. I’m still afraid of perked and I said, “Oh! I get it now.”
now works as a videographer for the a popular comedy website and produc- sledgehammers. And Kathy Bates. A horror satire, “Drag Me to Hell” 5. Let the Right One In (Tomas AlSalvation Army in New York, the two tion company founded by Will Ferrell. And romance novels.
pokes fun at horror clichés and fredson, 2007)
wrote most of the series over Skype The brother-sister duo was able to meet
Granted, some people might capitalizes on Raimi’s campy and
One of my favorite films is Tomas
during the summer and fall semester with members from the group, who have good reasons to stay away gory style. Christine, a bank loan Alfredson’s “Let the Right One In,” a
of Doug’s freshman year. The Keelings asked them to send their projects and from horror. It might bring back officer, learns that she is haunted Swedish movie about 12-year-old
filmed during breaks in the school year, expressed a desire to work with them unpleasant memories or inspire by an entity that will, as the title Oskar, who meets a girl his own age
and the first episode of “Danny’s Choice” in the future.
one to decapitate his roommate. suggests, drag her down to hell if called Eli, whom he later discovers
was published to Youtube in February
“Danny’s Choice” was the final But these exceptions are rare, and she fails to destroy it. For those to be a vampire. An unconventional
of 2015.
project to be screened, closing out I suspect that most avoiders of hor- who are skeptical, I should men- love story and vampire movie, “Let
While “Danny’s Choice” is the first the festival, followed by a Q&A ses- ror films are big scaredy-cats.
tion that there is a scene with a the Right One In” explores the themes
As a free-thinking, confident, talking goat, which might appeal of childhood friendship and loneliproject to snag the Keelings a spot in sion from the Keelings in front of a
the NYTVF, the two have been part- crowd of about 300 content creators mature and (dare I say?) attractive to a select audience.
ness. The film is beautifully acted and
ners in comedy for as long as Doug and industry executives. According twenty-something, I find that horror
shot, reminding us that there was a
can remember. When Doug was 17, he to Doug, the response was positive is very much the same as any othtime when vampire stories weren’t
turned his passion for sketches and and they were able to receive a lot er genre: some films are carelessly 4. The Babadook (Jennifer Kent, all terrible.
characters into a serious interest by of helpful feedback from established thrown together while others are 2014)
deciding to pursue comedy from a members of the industry, including a thoughtfully molded into meaningOne of last year’s best films is JenHonorable mentions include
writing and performing perspective, contact from “The Eric Andre Show” ful stories full of beauty and truth. nifer Kent’s “The Babadook,” the James Wan’s “The Conjuring,” Neil
leading him to the film and media on Adult Swim.
Here are five examples of recent story of Amelia, a single mother Marshall’s “The Descent,” Jaume
production program at Taylor.
This week, Doug may have traded films that transcend the clichés of an struggling to raise her rebellious Balaguero and Paco Plaza’s “[REC]”
After co-creating “Danny’s Choice,” the bright lights of Manhattan for unfortunately misunderstood genre: son Samuel. When she reads him and Edgar Wright’s “Shaun of the
Doug sent links to several come- the cornstalks of Indiana, but he and
a terrifying picture book featuring Dead.” And let’s not forget the most
a frightening creature called the terrifying film in cinematic history:
dians and festivals. In August the Alyssa are continuing the conversaKeelings learned that their series tions they began at the film festival. 1. The Cabin in the Woods (Drew Babadook, she comes to find that “E.T.”
was one of 50 selected for the New While they wait to hear feedback Goddard, 2012)
she and Samuel are haunted by the
York Television Festival, out of a from some of the producers they met
Five impossibly good-looking same creature. The audience later
echo@taylor.edu
pool of 2,000 submissions.
in New York, they are already plan- teenagers set off for a fun week- realizes that the Babadook signifies
The NYTVF is an organization that ning new sketch ideas and thinking end in an isolated cabin in the forseeks to create a community of inde- of ways to further develop “Danny’s est. They unknowingly summon an
pendent television creators, networks, Choice.” According to Doug, this year army of zombies and must find a
studios, agencies and brands. Its an- he and Alyssa will be focusing on cre- way to escape before they are killed.
nual festival highlights the best of its ating new content to distribute and Sound familiar? But things take a
submissions in the areas of comedy submit to festivals, with the eventual turn when the audiences comes to
and drama, including web series, TV goal of achieving funding to create understand that all aspects of the
pilots and pitches. During the week- a web show and eventually a sketch cabin, including the zombie inlong festival, workshops are provided television show.
vasion, are being monitored and
and the selected entries are screened
Whether he is playing an 11-year- controlled by a lab of technicians
every evening. This allows indepen- old kid under peer pressure or a following detailed instructions from
dent writers and directors to talk 70-year-old farmer named Clovis, powerful and ancient spirits. Does
about their projects, creating the con- Doug will be pursuing comedy.
that sound familiar?
versations between new writers and
“It’s the only thing I’ve ever cared
established TV professionals that are about, really,” he said.
almost impossible to achieve without
2. It Follows (David Robert Mitchecho@taylor.edu
an agent. This year the festival took
ell, 2014)
place Oct. 19–24.
Have you ever felt like death is following you around, just waiting for

Frightful flicks

OPINIONS
TheEchoNews.com

After experiencing many relationships with
people who were not 100 percent genuine,
Bieber is learning how to build healthy
relationships, love others and trust in
God’s control.
Bieber or Belieber?

mission statement and believe Taylor provides a fantastic environment
for students to develop personally
Gracie Fairfax
and influence the world. The issue
comes when people believe they arFeatures Editor
en’t leaders until they snap on a magThis year, for the first time in my Tay- netic name tag. I, myself, have bought
lor career, I donned a magnetic name into this lie.
tag. To outsiders it may seem to be a
There are Leaders and there are
simple form of identification, but to leaders: those who have a title and
Taylor students it might as well be an those who don’t. The latter can have
Olympic gold medal—whether or not an equivalent—or possibly even
we care to admit it.
greater—influence.
What is so desirable about the
Before and during my Taylor caPhotograph provided by Flickr user F Delventhal
In the excitement of costumes, it’s easy to offend unintentionally.
name tag? Like many things in life, reer, I applied for a variety of leadit’s not what it physically is—it’s ership positions, and the majority of
what it signifies.
the time I wasn’t given those positions. In most of these situations, I
Leadership.
When Halloween
Dance, it’s important to keep someBut what exactly is leadership? In was told that I had great influence,
thing in mind: ovvther people’s cul- the realm of Taylor University, we’re but for one reason or another, I
fun goes too far
tures are not costumes.
talking titles, and this is where the wasn’t the person for the role. They
Hannah Schaefer
When an American wears a Japa- problem begins.
hoped I’d continue to be involved
nese kimono, or an American-Indian
Taylor’s mission is to “develop ser- and lead by example, but I would
Contributor
dress, or a Mexican poncho in a way vant leaders marked with a passion to not be given the name tag. I left
You know it’s Halloween weekend that operates on a cultural stereotype, minister Christ’s redemptive love and these situations discouraged, conwhen you walk outside and see a pa- someone’s real culture is being turned truth to a world in need.” I love this vinced I didn’t have what it took to
rade of princesses, ninjas, Waldos and into a punchline. This is called culRosie the Riveters walk by.
tural appropriation, and it can be inThis is the best part of Hallow- credibly hurtful.
een—the fun of dressing up and
According to about.com, culturgoofing around, not to mention the al appropriation “typically involves
candy. But as you eat your Snick- members of a dominant group exers and party hard at the Halloween ploiting the culture of less privileged
groups—often with little understanding of the latter’s history, experience
and traditions.” Exploiting in this scenario is using another person’s culture in a way that makes yourself look
good without giving credit where
credit is due.
Co-Editors in Chief
This is different from dressing
Julia Oller
Chris Yingling
up as a basic white girl. Those steDesign Editor
reotypes, while mildly annoying for
Matthew Morse
some, do not have long-term, detriOnline Editor
mental messages in the same way
Becca Schriner
that oversexualizing or making a
Photography Editor
Shannon Smagala
joke of someone else’s culture does.
As a white girl, I know that people
Videographer
Elyse Horb
joke about pumpkin spice lattes and
News Editors
Uggs
in the context of a public that
Becca Robb
Cassidy Grom
recognizes not all white women love
those things. While that may annoy
World/National Editor
Tom Gbean
me, those stereotypes are not nearly
Features Editor
as powerful or as dangerous as apGracie Fairfax
plying stereotypes to a minority as a
Life & Times Editors
way to have fun.
Sarah Davis
Lindsay Robinson
It’s less about being politically corArts & Entertainment
rect, and more about being respectful
Editor
of people who don’t get a say in how
Austin Lindner
they’re
perceived in our society.
Opinions Editor
Elizabeth Syson
So, dear reader, I hope you forgo
the headdresses, cornrows and somSports Editor
Lincoln Reed
breros this year and instead opt for
Copy Chief
Disney
and “The Office” and the PeaHelen Wilbers
nuts Gang. By doing so, you help
Staff Writers
make Halloween a fun and respectJoseph Johns
Wren Haynes
ful day for everyone.
Photograph provided by Jessica Nesselrodt
Danielle Barnes

Candy, costumes and culture

When a name tag signifies leadership, how can you lead without one?
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The magnetic name tag

Influence vs leadership
at Taylor

Sports Writer
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Bieber or Belieber?
What we should think
of Bieber’s faith

Central Roast to multiple interviews on “Ellen,” Bieber has used the
media to help his rebranding. This
Laura Koenig
includes his interview with “Complex Magazine” for their October/
Contributor
November feature.
Did you hear about Justin Bieber’s
This interview contained a whirlinterview? All right—I saw that eye wind of facts about Bieber’s life, reroll. I heard that sigh. And was that vealing a lot about his renewed faith
the subtle fist pump of a devoted fan? in Jesus Christ as well as his current
Opinions about Justin Bieber range philosophy. During this interview,
from brutal hate mail to obsessive Bieber said, “You don’t need to go
video marriage proposals. Christians’ to church to be a Christian. If you
opinions about his declared faith in go to Taco Bell, that doesn’t make
Jesus mirror those same extremes.
you a taco.”
After becoming a teenage heartDespite this ambiguous metaphor,
throb of American pop culture the rest of the article explains how
around 2010, Bieber seemed to take his faith is changing his perspective
a plunge into the deep end. With a on life. After experiencing many renight in the slammer last year for lationships with people who were
DUI and drag racing, his bad breakup not 100 percent genuine, Bieber is
and other questionable antics shown learning how to build healthy relaacross the media, Bieber transitioned tionships, love others and trust in
from a teenage idol to a bad role mod- God’s control.
el within a year.
“I feel invincible,” Bieber said. “Like,
However, Bieber is now back on nothing is bigger than God. If God’s
the scene and trying to clean up his for me, who can be against me?”
act, both personally and with his
Who can be against him? People of
fans. From appearing on a Comedy the church can. A flurry of opinions

ranging from “Amen! Jesus has transformed another life!” to “This is clearly a publicity stunt to better his image”
have bounced among Christians. It
would be amazing to have a famous
public figure live his life for Jesus but
sad if the whole thing is a scam.
But who are we to determine one
or the other? We can’t know what is
going on at the heart of the matter.
When Jesus talked to the Pharisees
in Luke 16:15 about what they highly valued, he said, “You are the ones
who justify yourselves in the eyes of
men, but God knows your hearts.” We
so quickly want to judge the reality of
Bieber’s situation, even when we can’t
truly see his heart. We forget the most
important thing we should be doing:
encouraging him.
Looking at my own relationship
with Jesus, I see it’s not always a pretty story. I mess up everything. If those
mistakes were made known through
the media to all 319 million people in
the United States, my life would suck.
Instead of bashing Bieber’s faith,
we should be praying that he can live
it out in a way that touches his millions of fans, including his 68.3 million Twitter followers. If he is faking
it, we should start praying a whole
lot harder.

be a leader, convinced I was always
one step short.
Despite my discouragement, they
were right about something: I did
have influence, even without a title.
What does the magnetic name
tag really mean, and how do those
without a title effectively influence campus?
Name tags themselves have a reputation on campus. The people who
wear them are important, doing
something right and usually wellliked by their peers.
But what about the influencers—
those who lead without a name tag?
I’ve been on both sides. Currently,
I sport the magnetic name tag, but
for three years, I was involved in extracurricular activities without any
grand titles. I participated in wing
activities, did Airband, wrote for
The Echo, worked for WTUR, studied abroad and went on both Spring
Break and Lighthouse trips. Despite
my involvement, there were times
when I questioned why I didn’t qualify for a name tag. What was wrong
with me?
We place too much emphasis on
magnetic name tag leadership and
not enough emphasis on the many
servant-hearted influencers all
around us.
God has placed each of us where
we are for a reason. When I wasn’t
given leadership positions, I’ve found
other opportunities to get involved
and to influence by simply taking part
in (wait for it . . . ) community.
If you take a step back and think
about your Taylor experience, you
may find that your life has been impacted by a lot of name tag-less influencers—the unsung heroes of
Taylor University.
Leadership is about helping others,
not the shiny name tag.
This year, I’m working with TWO
as a Global Outreach co-director,
and I’m pretty excited about my
role. But I’m also thankful for the
long journey that brought me here,
because I had the chance to take a
step back and learn that leadership
is not about me.
In my current role, I’m able to give
others opportunities to get involved
with world issues outside of Taylor.
It’s been a humbling experience to
be trusted with a fair amount of responsibility, and I’m still figuring
things out.
But I don’t believe my influence
has just begun. It began the second
I stepped foot on campus as a name
tag-less influencer.
echo@taylor.edu
Let’s be the Church that embraces the Christian—even the ones we
wonder about. Let’s be the Taco Bell
that embraces the taco.
(Nope, sorry Justin. No matter how
we use it, that metaphor still doesn’t
make any sense.)
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Some doubt Bieber’s claim of faith.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
liz_syson@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“This was definitely a race to worry about
the competition, not the clock, and I felt like I
competed well.”
Cross Country plows through Great Lakes Invite

TheEchoNews.com
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quarterback Everett Pollard completed
an 18-yard pass to receiver senior Andrew Sheard to make the score 10–7.
Taylor’s defense went into action on
the next Concordia possession when
senior Dustin Wanner intercepted a
Cardinal pass and carried the ball 44
yards for a touchdown. Concordia
struggled to counter Taylor’s 14–10 lead
and looked to punt the ball away after a
quick three-and-out in the waning minutes of the first half.
Sophomore Dovi Gamble flew in and
blocked the punt to secure great field
position for the Trojan offense. Pollard wasted no time and completed a
13-yard throw to senior Hans Lundberg
to make the score 21–10. Concordia rallied to score again before the close of
the first half to put the game within
reach at 21–17.
Pollard and the offense entered
the second half with guns blazing
as Lundberg received an 8-yard pass
from Pollard to increase Taylor’s lead
to 28–17. With the game slowly slipping out of reach, Concordia responded with a touchdown pass that made
the score 28–24.
The fourth quarter belonged to the
Photograph by Fayth Glock
Seniors Shawn Lashbrook and Andrew Sheard celebrate after Sheard’s touchdown on Saturday.
Trojans after Pollard completed a 13yard touchdown pass to senior Shawn
Lashbrook, which increased the Trojan lead to 35–24. Taylor’s defense provided the final blow and didn’t allow
the Cardinals to score for the remainRobbins’ punt return kick
after a fumbled punt return gave the an impenetrable wall as Robbins raced der of the game.
starts Taylor’s offense
Cardinals control of the ball for the down the sideline before being brought
Senior Justin Keys’ 95 yards rushing,
first five minutes. Taylor’s offense down at the Concordia 17-yard line.
Lashbrook’s 68 yards receiving and
Lincoln Reed
stalled in the first quarter while Con“It was perfectly blocked going Pollard’s 205 yards passing led Taydown the right sideline,” Robbins said. lor’s offense. The Trojan defense saw
cordia gained a 7–0 lead.
Sports Editor
The Cardinals carried their momen- “We got to the 50 (yard line) and that’s stand-out performances from GamTaylor football caged the Concordia tum into the second quarter with a field the first time I had to make a move ble and Wanner who were both named
Cardinals on Saturday in a 35–24 goal that increased Concordia’s lead to 10– on anybody. The whole team got go- MSFA Players of the Week. Gamble was
Homecoming weekend victory.
0. Taylor’s offense found its footing when ing after that.”
named the MSFA Special Teams Player
The afternoon game began with senior Robby Robbins received a ConcorRobbins’ 76-yard punt return of the Week while Wanner was awarda shaky first quarter for the Trojans dia punt. The Trojan special teams formed sparked the Trojan offense as freshman ed the Defensive Player of the Week.

Trojans conquer Cardinals

Soccer ends on high note
The men’s team
defeats Grace
Kyle Keck
Sports Writer

The Taylor men’s soccer team survived an overtime thriller in its final game of the season by upsetting
Grace 3–2 on Saturday night.
Since Taylor would not make the
conference tournament regardless
of the outcome of the match, head
coach Gary Ross made sure his
team understood what this game
was truly about.
“Our main emphasis was for our players to continue to improve and play
well,” Ross said. “We felt as though we
were good enough to win any game we
were in this year, and that we just needed
to play a good game and we could win.”
Grace came out strong by scoring
a goal three minutes into the match.
The early 1–0 deficit looked to be the
start of another tough game for Taylor (4–11–2, 2–6–1 CL). Contrary to
games prior, the deficit was equalized
24 minutes later due to junior Griffin
Gardner’s first career goal as a Trojan.
With halftime approaching, Grace
garnered the lead at the 37-minute
mark. The one-goal lead would only
last two minutes, as sophomore Sam
Hardy booted a shot to the back of
the net to knot the score at 2–2 before the half.
Although both teams combined for
four goals in the first half, the second

half displayed a much different outcome. While Grace accounted for 10
second-half shots, sophomore goalie
Nate Henderson pocketed four saves,
contributing to his single-frame shutout, to force overtime.
The Trojans did exactly that during
extra time as they held Grace to zero
shots. Taylor managed to put two
shots on goal, with the second one
finding the net and handing Grace a
loss on their home field. Sophomore
Gabe Saliba recorded his third goal of
the season in the 94th minute assisted
by freshman Jeremiah Rader.
The men’s soccer team features
six graduating seniors: in Rocky
Byrd, Josh Beachler, Josh Urban,
Jesse Carmody, Giovanny Guthro
and Caleb Bouchier. Going out on
a quality win is something the seniors were able to appreciate because of their team.
“I truly appreciate the approach
that all the guys took to the game
and level of effort they gave,” Byrd
said. “I couldn’t have asked for a
better group of guys to be a part of
this team and I think that a win like
that gives evidence for the type of
team they can constantly be moving forward.”
Byrd and Bleacher were named
members of the Capitol One Academic All-District Team. The men’s soccer team ends the 2015 season with
an overall record of 4-11-2 and 2-6-1
in the Crossroads League.
echo@taylor.edu
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Men’s Basketball
Schedule

10/31 Butler (A) 2:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Volleyball
Schedule

10/30 Mount Vernon Nazarene 7:00 P.M.
10/31 Goshen 3:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Basketball
Schedule

10/31 Judson (A) 1:00 P.M.
11/3 Georgetown 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Soccer
Schedule

10/31 Marian (A) 4:00 P.M.

The Trojans are currently in a bye
week as they prepare for their matchup against Lindenwood and the final weeks of the season. Taylor head
coach Ron Korfmacher’s message for
the team is to finish the year strong.
“Do the best work of your career,”
said Korfmacher. “Make that the
challenge. I like what that is going to mean for us if our seniors do
that. And if our young guys do it, that
means they are on an improvement
trajectory. But for our seniors, that is
the challenge; to finish out with the
best work of their career.”
Taylor’s victory over Concordia improves its record to 5–2 as they prepare
to face Lindenwood at home on Nov. 7.
Kickoff is at 1 p.m..
echo@taylor.edu

Cross Country plows through Great Lakes Invite
The men’s and women’s
teams post impressive
performances in
Grand Rapids
Landry Long

team took home second place, only
behind Aquinas by four points.
Leading the charge for the Trojan men’s team was junior Matt
Hall. His time of 25:58.17 was good
enough to earn All-Great Lakes Invite honors, and a sixth-place finish
Contributor
overall. The Trojans also saw an imThe Taylor men’s and women’s cross pressive performance from sophocountry teams competed in the load- more Stephen Cho.
“It was definitely a tough one for
ed Great Lakes Invitational this past
Saturday as they begin to close out us,” Cho said. “But we learned a lot
their seasons.
and are looking to bounce back in
The meet, which was held in two weeks. Being the number two
Grand Rapids, Michigan, includ- runner, I needed to have stepped
ed six Top-20 ranked teams on the up a bit more. But I’ll be ready
men’s side. The women’s race in- next race.”
cluded 296 runners and featured
The lady Trojans once again saw
No. 2 ranked Aquinas. While the No. an imposing performance from
17 ranked men’s team finished fifth sophomore Alex Berends, who
overall, the No. 4 ranked women’s posted a win with an overall time

of 18:20.76. Berends was named the
Crossroads League Female Runner of the Week following her performance on Saturday. Berends has
earned this title in nine out of 10 career races. This is the fourth time she
has been given the award this season.
“I knew beforehand that there
were going to be a couple of other
girls right around my pace, so I was
on the lookout for them from the
beginning,” said Berends. “This was
definitely a race to worry about the
competition, not the clock, and I felt
like I competed well.”
Berends’ performance was complemented by a seventh place finish
by senior Jane Hawks and a twelfth
place finish by Hannah Schroder.
Hawks posted a time of 19:04.92 and
Schroder ran for a time of 19:15.60.
Both teams lace up this Saturday
at Huntington University for the
Crossroads League Championship.
The races begin at 10:30 a.m.
echo@taylor.edu
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Sophomore Alex Berends strides at a winning pace in Saturday’s Great Lakes Invite.

Athlete of the Week

Michael Miller
Year

Senior

Hometown

Parker, Colorado

Position

Wide Receiver

Favorite quote

“Never quit. It’s the easiest cop out in the
world. Set a goal and don’t quit until you attain it. When you do attain it, set another
goal and don’t quit until you reach it. Never
quit.” -Bear Bryant

Funniest teammate

Does Coach Korf count?

Favorite pump up song

Nuthin’ by Lecrae

Photograph provided by TU Sports Information Department

Sophomore Gabe Saliba dribbles the ball downfield.

Subscribe to The Echo
The Echo is a weekly newspaper with news, editorials, photographs,
and features. You can keep up with issues and events on campus
by ordering a subscription online at http://bit.ly/echo-subscribe
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